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About This Game

Welcome to the Trivia Vault contestant! Play as a contestant in a gameshow called Trivia Vault Food Trivia and bring your
thinking hat. Answer Food trivia questions as quickly as you can, the faster you answer the higher the cash value. Correct

answers lock in the digit code for the vault, 10 correct answers cracks the vault and awards bonus cash. Track your progress and
aim for higher scores to accomplish higher ranks. Challenge yourself to beat your high score by playing multiple times and

completing all 25 levels with a total of 250 unique trivia questions.

Features:

3 Codebreaker Lifelines
25 Vaults to Crack(levels)

250 Unique Trivia Questions
Timer Based Questions

Obtain Cash Multipliers Based on Correct Answers in a Level
3 Ranks of Accomplishment per Level
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This game made me kill my cat

RIP Mittens

P.S I'm sorry. I have to say i was going into this free weekend thinking how fast am i going to uninstall this game. Vr is a hard
thing to get without experiencing it and the games are no different. That said i was completely surprised when instead of playing
other games ive been waiting to play i got stuck going through the singleplayer mode and not wanting to stop. This is a good
game. I dismissed it as a Early access trying game . but it wasnt.... But i do wish you could pick up and drop units where you
want them or to move them. Since i havent played much or bought it im going to give a loose reccomend. A sale would help.
Also not sure but it seems pretty long and multiplayers present. It's really dumb. It's clearly written by someone for whom
English is, at best, a second language. It uses gross-out humor pretty much everywhere.

But darn it all, I don't know why, but I still think it's really fun.. Absolutely brutal and unforgiving.. its a good box game! puzzles
and stuff. No strategic depth. Everything is done by magical mana.
The AI dies of attrition IN PEACETIME.

I love Paradox and it hurts, but this game is rubbish at the moment.
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I have seen this game ten years ago. I bought it about five years ago from a non-Steam service and promptly lost the ability to
play it. I saw it up on a flash sale and promptly bought it. It is a testament to the game that it's imagery stayed prominent for so
long with me. Either way, the game is SPAZ before SPAZ existed. Do not buy it expecting the same polish from a game with a
decade of tech advancement inbetween. That said, it's a fun romp through space mining resoruces, builing tech and blasting
aliens.
Story is shaping up decent for the first hour of game too. We'll see where it goes.. The FFB is finally "real". I hope that it will be
better, but it's better than nothing... Thx for that, but why I don't see any settings about that? The physics sould be better, maybe
next year. The AI is good and fun. The graphics is average.

Nascar Heat 3 is a good game. Not better than F1 2018, but enjoyable. Maybe this is just the beginnings.

The game is running well. It's fast and responsive.

But some things what I see I don't understand. Some example: the driving line is on in practice. Why? I don't need it! And in
practice again: I don't see the others list of times just in the qualification.

I wait long time ago for the AI of iRacing, but I think it's is a good options for the another enjoyable game. I hope in the next
few years it will improwement so many way, and I promise that I will buy all of them.

Just please not forget the phisycs and FFB!. A good game with a lot of bugs, literal and digital.. This game deserved to be
recommended.

From the beginning to the end. This game contains much adult humor and has more playtime then some of the "triple A" titles.
This game is just great.

I could say much more but then i would possible spoiling you. So if you like the trailer and just read the reviews to see if it
"worth it or not". Then give it a try!

The only thing you are risking with this game, is having a great time.

(and sorry for my english). Every single game in the mixtape is lacking proper sounds, music, settings menus and other various
options. Just because the games are in a mixtape on Steam, doesn't mean they were originally polished enough to be sold on
Steam.. A unique puzzle platformer that challenges the player in more ways than one. If you're looking for a good puzzle game
that makes you think outside the box, I strongly recommend this game!. Man i missed the old days of Fnaf. Four great puzzles to
play through.
Beautiful landscapes and voice acting separate this game from the dozens of other 'atmospheric puzzle games'.
Really good value for your gaming dollar.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/ViBAijfzrqk. This is a cute game which borrows ideas from Virtual Villagers with a few minor differences of
its own. If you're looking for something you can play on the side while doing laundry, reading a book etc. you may like this. It
requires a bit of supervising if only to make sure people get married, have kids and those who are sick get treated.
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